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Legal disclaimer
Alibaba Cloud reminds you t o carefully read and fully underst and t he t erms and condit ions of t his legal
disclaimer before you read or use t his document . If you have read or used t his document , it  shall be deemed
as your t ot al accept ance of t his legal disclaimer.

1. You shall download and obt ain t his document  from t he Alibaba Cloud websit e or ot her Alibaba Cloud-
aut horized channels, and use t his document  for your own legal business act ivit ies only. The cont ent  of
t his document  is considered confident ial informat ion of Alibaba Cloud. You shall st rict ly abide by t he
confident ialit y obligat ions. No part  of t his document  shall be disclosed or provided t o any t hird part y for
use wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of Alibaba Cloud.

2. No part  of t his document  shall be excerpt ed, t ranslat ed, reproduced, t ransmit t ed, or disseminat ed by
any organizat ion, company or individual in any form or by any means wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud.

3. The cont ent  of t his document  may be changed because of product  version upgrade, adjust ment , or
ot her reasons. Alibaba Cloud reserves t he right  t o modify t he cont ent  of t his document  wit hout  not ice
and an updat ed version of t his document  will be released t hrough Alibaba Cloud-aut horized channels
from t ime t o t ime. You should pay at t ent ion t o t he version changes of t his document  as t hey occur and
download and obt ain t he most  up-t o-dat e version of t his document  from Alibaba Cloud-aut horized
channels.

4. This document  serves only as a reference guide for your use of Alibaba Cloud product s and services.
Alibaba Cloud provides t his document  based on t he "st at us quo", "being defect ive", and "exist ing
funct ions" of it s product s and services. Alibaba Cloud makes every effort  t o provide relevant  operat ional
guidance based on exist ing t echnologies. However, Alibaba Cloud hereby makes a clear st at ement  t hat
it  in no way guarant ees t he accuracy, int egrit y, applicabilit y, and reliabilit y of t he cont ent  of t his
document , eit her explicit ly or implicit ly. Alibaba Cloud shall not  t ake legal responsibilit y for any errors or
lost  profit s incurred by any organizat ion, company, or individual arising from download, use, or t rust  in
t his document . Alibaba Cloud shall not , under any circumst ances, t ake responsibilit y for any indirect ,
consequent ial, punit ive, cont ingent , special, or punit ive damages, including lost  profit s arising from t he
use or t rust  in t his document  (even if Alibaba Cloud has been not ified of t he possibilit y of such a loss).

5. By law, all t he cont ent s in Alibaba Cloud document s, including but  not  limit ed t o pict ures, archit ect ure
design, page layout , and t ext  descript ion, are int ellect ual propert y of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es. This int ellect ual propert y includes, but  is not  limit ed t o, t rademark right s, pat ent  right s,
copyright s, and t rade secret s. No part  of t his document  shall be used, modified, reproduced, publicly
t ransmit t ed, changed, disseminat ed, dist ribut ed, or published wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud shall not  be used, published, or
reproduced for market ing, advert ising, promot ion, or ot her purposes wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud include, but  are not  limit ed t o, "Alibaba Cloud",
"Aliyun", "HiChina", and ot her brands of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es, which appear separat ely or in
combinat ion, as well as t he auxiliary signs and pat t erns of t he preceding brands, or anyt hing similar t o
t he company names, t rade names, t rademarks, product  or service names, domain names, pat t erns,
logos, marks, signs, or special descript ions t hat  t hird part ies ident ify as Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es.

6. Please direct ly cont act  Alibaba Cloud for any errors of t his document .
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Document conventions
St yleSt yle Descript ionDescript ion ExampleExample

 DangerDanger
A danger notice indicates a situation that
will cause major system changes, faults,
physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Danger:Danger:

Resetting will result  in the loss of user
configuration data.

 WarningWarning
A warning notice indicates a situation
that may cause major system changes,
faults, physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Warning:Warning:

Restarting will cause business
interruption. About 10 minutes are
required to restart an instance.

 Not iceNot ice
A caution notice indicates warning
information, supplementary instructions,
and other content that the user must
understand.

 Not ice:Not ice:

If the weight is set to 0, the server no
longer receives new requests.

 Not eNot e
A note indicates supplemental
instructions, best practices, t ips, and
other content.

 Not e:Not e:

You can use Ctrl + A to select all files.

>
Closing angle brackets are used to
indicate a multi-level menu cascade.

Click Set t ingsSet t ings > Net workNet work> Set  net workSet  net work
t ypet ype.

BoldBold
Bold formatting is used for buttons ,
menus, page names, and other UI
elements.

Click OKOK.

Courier font Courier font is used for commands
Run the cd /d C:/window  command to
enter the Windows system folder.

Italic Italic formatting is used for parameters
and variables.

bae log list  --instanceid

Instance_ID

[] or [a|b]
This format is used for an optional value,
where only one item can be selected.

ipconfig [-all|-t]

{} or {a|b}
This format is used for a required value,
where only one item can be selected.

switch {active|stand}
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This topic provides answers to some frequently asked questions about Web Application Firewall (WAF).

FAQ about pre-sales consult ing

Can I use WAF to protect  servers that are not deployed on Alibaba Cloud?

Does WAF support  Cloud Web Hosting instances?

Can WAF protect  HTTPS services?

Does WAF support  custom ports?

What are the limits for the ports that can be added to WAF?

Does the QPS limit  that is configured for a WAF instance in the WAF console apply to the entire
WAF instance or a single domain name added to the WAF instance?

Does WAF support  two-way HTTPS authentication?

Does WAF support  the WebSocket, HTTP/2, and SPDY protocols?

Is the origin server affected if  you add HTTP/2 services to WAF?

Which TLS protocols does WAF support?

Can WAF protect  websites that use NTLM authentication?

FAQ about website access configuration

Can I use the internal IP address of an ECS instance as an origin IP address in the WAF console?

Can WAF protect  mult iple origin IP addresses for one domain name?

How does WAF balance request  loads among origin servers?

Does WAF support  the health check feature?

Does WAF support  session persistence?

Does latency occur when I change an origin IP address in the WAF console?

What are the back-to-origin CIDR blocks of WAF?

Does WAF automatically add its back-to-origin CIDR blocks to security groups?

Do I need to allow access requests from all client  IP addresses?

Can a WAF instance that uses an exclusive IP address defend against  DDoS attacks?

Can WAF be deployed with CDN or with Anti-DDoS Pro or Anti-DDoS Premium?

Can I deploy WAF with CDN and Anti-DDoS Pro or Anti-DDoS Premium by using different Alibaba
Cloud accounts?

How does WAF ensure the security of an uploaded cert if icate and its private key? Does WAF
decrypt HTTPS traffic and record the content of HTTPS requests?

A domain name is added to WAF. Why am I unable to find the domain name in the domain name
list?

FAQ about website protect ion configuration

How can I use WAF to defend against  HTTP flood attacks?

How long does it  take for configuration modificat ions in the WAF console to take effect?

When I configure custom protect ion policies (ACL policies) in the WAF console, can I enter CIDR
blocks in the IP field?

Why does a custom protect ion policy in which the URL match field contains two forward slashes
(//) not take effect?

1.WAF FAQ1.WAF FAQ
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FAQ about website protect ion analysis

Can I view the source IP addresses of HTTP flood attacks in the WAF console?

How do I query the bandwidth usage of WAF?

Can I use WAF to protect servers that are not deployed on AlibabaCan I use WAF to protect servers that are not deployed on Alibaba
Cloud?Cloud?
Yes, you can use WAF to protect  servers that are not deployed on Alibaba Cloud. WAF protects all
servers that are accessible over the Internet. These servers can be deployed on Alibaba Cloud or third-
party clouds, or in data centers.

Not ice Not ice If  you want to add domain names to a WAF instance in the Chinese mainland, you
must complete Internet Content Provider (ICP) filing for the domain names. ICP filing is required by
the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT). If  the domain names do not have ICP
filing, the domain names cannot be added to the WAF instance.

Does WAF support Cloud Web Hosting instances?Does WAF support Cloud Web Hosting instances?
Yes, all edit ions of WAF support  exclusive Cloud Web Hosting instances. After you act ivate WAF, you
can configure exclusive instances in the WAF console.

Shared Cloud Web Hosting instances use shared IP addresses, which means that mult iple users share the
same origin server. We recommend that you do not configure WAF for shared instances.

Can WAF protect HTTPS services?Can WAF protect HTTPS services?
Yes, all edit ions of WAF can protect  HTTPS services. You can add wildcard domain names to WAF.

To protect  HTTPS services, you must upload SSL cert if icates and private key files as prompted. After
HTTPS-enabled websites are added to WAF, WAF decrypts access requests, checks request  packets,
encrypts the requests, and then forwards the requests to origin servers.

Does WAF support custom ports?Does WAF support custom ports?
The Business and Enterprise edit ions of WAF support  custom non-standard ports. The WAF Business
edit ion supports up to 10 non-standard ports, and the WAF Enterprise edit ion supports up to 50 non-
standard ports.

Not ice Not ice WAF supports non-standard ports only within a specific port  range. The non-
standard ports must be within the allowed port  range. For more information, see View the allowed
port  range.

What are the limits for the ports that can be added to WAF?What are the limits for the ports that can be added to WAF?
WAF supports only specific ports. The ports vary based on edit ions of WAF. For more information, see
View the allowed port range.

Security risks may be caused by vulnerable ports, and Internet service providers (ISPs) block service
traffic that is dest ined for the vulnerable ports. Vulnerable TCP ports include ports 42, 135, 137, 138,
139, 445, 593, 1025, 1434, 1068, 3127, 3128, 3129, 3130, 4444, 5554, 5800, 5900, and 9996. If  your
website that is protected by WAF uses the preceding vulnerable ports, your website may be
inaccessible in some regions. Before you add your web service to WAF, make sure that the website does
not use the preceding vulnerable ports.
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Does the QPS limit that is configured for a WAF instance in the WAFDoes the QPS limit that is configured for a WAF instance in the WAF
console apply to the entire WAF instance or a single domain nameconsole apply to the entire WAF instance or a single domain name
added to the WAF instance?added to the WAF instance?
The queries per second (QPS) limit  applies to the entire WAF instance.

For example, if  you add three domain names to a WAF instance in the WAF console, the total QPS of
these domain names cannot exceed the configured QPS limit . If  the total QPS exceeds the limit , WAF
triggers thrott ling and may discard packets at  random.

Does WAF support two-way HTTPS authentication?Does WAF support two-way HTTPS authentication?
No, WAF does not support  two-way HTTPS authentication.

Does WAF support the WebSocket, HTTP/2, and SPDY protocols?Does WAF support the WebSocket, HTTP/2, and SPDY protocols?
All edit ions of WAF support  WebSocket. WAF Business and higher edit ions support  HTTP/2. WAF does
not support  SPDY.

Is the origin server affected if you add HTTP/2 services to WAF?Is the origin server affected if you add HTTP/2 services to WAF?
Yes, the origin server is affected. If  you add HTTP/2 services to WAF, WAF can handle HTTP/2 requests
from clients, but WAF forwards requests to the origin servers only over HTTP 1.0 or 1.1. Therefore, if  you
want to add HTTP/2 services, HTTP/2 mult iplexing cannot work as expected and the clean bandwidth
of the origin server increases.

Which TLS protocols does WAF support?Which TLS protocols does WAF support?
WAF instances that reside in the Chinese mainland support  TLS 1.0, TLS 1.1, and TLS 1.2. WAF instances
that reside outside the Chinese mainland support  TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2.

If  you have personalized requirements, you can customize TLS configurations. For example, you can
disable TLS 1.0 and enable TLS 1.3 for your WAF instance. For more information, see Configure custom
TLS settings.

Can WAF protect websites that use NTLM authentication?Can WAF protect websites that use NTLM authentication?
No, WAF cannot protect  websites that use New Technology LAN Manager (NTLM) authentication. If
your website uses NTLM authentication, the access requests forwarded by WAF may fail to pass the
NTLM authentication of an origin server. As a result , authentication prompts may be repeatedly
displayed on the client. We recommend that you use a different authentication method for your
website.

Can I use the internal IP address of an ECS instance as an origin IPCan I use the internal IP address of an ECS instance as an origin IP
address in the WAF console?address in the WAF console?
No, you cannot use the internal IP address of an Elast ic Compute Service (ECS) instance as an origin IP
address. The reason is that WAF forwards requests to an origin server over the Internet.

Can WAF protect multiple origin IP addresses for one domain name?Can WAF protect multiple origin IP addresses for one domain name?
Yes, you can enter a maximum of 20 origin IP addresses when you add a domain name in the WAF
console.

How does WAF balance request loads among origin servers?How does WAF balance request loads among origin servers?
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If  you configure mult iple origin servers, WAF automatically uses the IP hash method to balance request
loads among these origin servers. You can also use other load balancing algorithms based on your
business requirements. For more information, see Add a domain name.

Does WAF support the health check feature?Does WAF support the health check feature?
Yes, WAF supports the health check feature, which is enabled by default . WAF checks the availability of
origin IP addresses. If  an origin server is unavailable, WAF forwards the requests to another origin server.

Not e Not e If  an origin server does not respond, WAF sets a cooldown period for the origin server.
During the period, WAF does not forward requests to the origin server but forwards the requests to
another origin server. After the period elapses, new requests may be forwarded to the faulty origin
server again. For more information about how the health check feature works, see Health check
overview.

Does WAF support session persistence?Does WAF support session persistence?
Yes, WAF supports session persistence, which is disabled by default . If  you want to enable session
persistence, submit  a to contact  technical support.

Does latency occur when I change an origin IP address in the WAFDoes latency occur when I change an origin IP address in the WAF
console?console?
Yes, latency occurs when you change an origin IP address. The new IP address requires about 1 minute
to take effect.

What are the back-to-origin CIDR blocks of WAF?What are the back-to-origin CIDR blocks of WAF?
You can perform the following operations to query back-to-origin CIDR blocks: Log on to the WAF
console and choose Syst em ManagementSyst em Management  >  > Product  Inf ormat ionProduct  Inf ormat ion. For more information, see Allow
access from back-to-origin CIDR blocks of WAF.

Does WAF automatically add its back-to-origin CIDR blocks toDoes WAF automatically add its back-to-origin CIDR blocks to
security groups?security groups?
No, WAF does not automatically add its back-to-origin CIDR blocks to security groups. If  you deploy
other firewalls or host  protect ion software for origin servers, we recommend that you add the back-to-
origin CIDR blocks of WAF to the required whitelists.

We recommend that you configure specific protect ion policies for the origin servers. For more
information, see Configure protection for an origin server.

Do I need to allow access requests from all client IP addresses?Do I need to allow access requests from all client IP addresses?
You can allow access requests from all client  IP addresses or only from the back-to-origin CIDR blocks of
WAF. To protect  web services of origin servers, we recommend that you allow access requests only
from the back-to-origin CIDR blocks of WAF.

Can a WAF instance that uses an exclusive IP address defend againstCan a WAF instance that uses an exclusive IP address defend against
DDoS attacks?DDoS attacks?
Yes, a WAF instance that uses an exclusive IP address can defend against  DDoS attacks.
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WAF provides exclusive IP addresses for users. Blackhole filtering that defends against  DDoS attacks can
apply to these IP addresses, similar to the IP addresses of ECS and Server Load Balancer (SLB) instances.
The default  DDoS mit igation capability provided by the WAF instance that uses an exclusive IP address
is the same as the DDoS mit igation capability of an ECS instance in the region where WAF is deployed.

Can WAF be deployed with CDN or with Anti-DDoS Pro or Anti-DDoSCan WAF be deployed with CDN or with Anti-DDoS Pro or Anti-DDoS
Premium?Premium?
Yes, WAF is fully compatible with Alibaba Cloud Content Delivery Network (CDN), Anti-DDoS Pro, and
Anti-DDoS Premium. If  you want to deploy WAF with CDN and Anti-DDoS Pro or Anti-DDoS Premium, we
recommend that you deploy the components in the following sequence: client, Anti-DDoS Pro or Anti-
DDoS Premium, CDN, WAF, SLB, and origin server.

If  you want to deploy WAF with CDN or with Anti-DDoS Pro or Anti-DDoS Premium, set  the address of
the origin server to the CNAME assigned by WAF when you add a domain name to CDN, Anti-DDoS Pro,
or Anti-DDoS Premium. In this case, requests are forwarded by CDN, Anti-DDoS Pro, or Anti-DDoS
Premium to WAF and then to the origin server. This way, the origin server is protected. For more
information, see Add a website to both Anti-DDoS Pro or Anti-DDoS Premium and WAF and Use WAF with CDN.

Can I deploy WAF with CDN and Anti-DDoS Pro or Anti-DDoSCan I deploy WAF with CDN and Anti-DDoS Pro or Anti-DDoS
Premium by using different Alibaba Cloud accounts?Premium by using different Alibaba Cloud accounts?
Yes, you can deploy WAF with CDN and Anti-DDoS Pro or Anti-DDoS Premium by using different
accounts. This deployment mode allows you to defend against  DDoS attacks and web application
attacks.

How does WAF ensure the security of an uploaded certificate and itsHow does WAF ensure the security of an uploaded certificate and its
private key? Does WAF decrypt HTTPS traffic and record the contentprivate key? Does WAF decrypt HTTPS traffic and record the content
of HTTPS requests?of HTTPS requests?
If  you use WAF to protect  HTTPS services, you must upload the required SSL cert if icate and its private
key. This way, WAF can decrypt HTTPS traffic to detect  attacks and analyze the characterist ics of
attacks. Alibaba Cloud uses a dedicated key server to store and manage private keys. The key server is
based on Alibaba Cloud Key Management Service (KMS) and can ensure the data security, integrity, and
availability of both cert if icates and private keys. This helps meet the requirements for regulation,
classified protect ion, and compliance. For more information about KMS, see What is Key Management
Service?.

WAF uses an uploaded cert if icate and its private key to decrypt HTTPS traffic only in the scenarios
when they detect  attacks in real t ime. WAF records only specific content of request  payloads. The
content is determined based on attack characterist ics. Then, WAF can provide attack reports and data
stat ist ics based on the content. WAF can record the full content of requests or responses only when
WAF is authorized.

WAF has been accredited against  authoritat ive standards, including ISO 9001, ISO 20000, ISO 22301, ISO
27001, ISO 27017, ISO 27018, ISO 27701, ISO 29151, BS 10012, Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) STAR, MLPS
level 3, Service Organization Control (SOC) 1, SOC 2, SOC 3, Cloud Computing Compliance Criteria
Catalogue (C5), Green Finance Cert if icat ion Scheme developed by Hong Kong Quality Assurance Agency
(HKQAA), Outsourced Service Providers Audit  Report  (OSPAR), and Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standard (PCI DSS). The standards also include those that prove the effect iveness of WAF across
financial sectors in Hong Kong (China). WAF also provides the same security and compliance
qualificat ions as Alibaba Cloud. For more information, visit  Alibaba Cloud Trust  Center.
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Not e Not e If  you use WAF to protect  HTTPS services, you can use a dual-cert if icate method. This
method allows you to independently use a set  of cert if icate and private key on both your WAF
instance and the origin server. The two sets of cert if icates and private keys must be valid. This way,
the key server can separately manage the cert if icates and keys.

A domain name is added to WAF. Why am I unable to find theA domain name is added to WAF. Why am I unable to find the
domain name in the domain name list?domain name in the domain name list?
The domain name is automatically removed by WAF. This may be because the ICP filing information of
the domain name becomes invalid. You must complete ICP filing for the domain name and add the
domain name to WAF again. For more information about ICP filing, see ICP filing application overview.

Not ice Not ice Before you add a domain name to a WAF instance in the Chinese mainland, make sure
that the ICP filing information is up-to-date. To meet the requirements of laws and regulations,
WAF removes the domain names whose ICP filing information is invalid on a regular basis.

How can I use WAF to defend against HTTP flood attacks?How can I use WAF to defend against HTTP flood attacks?
WAF provides various protect ion modes to defend against  HTTP flood attacks. You can select  a mode
based on your business requirements. For more information, see Configure HTTP flood protection.

To achieve better protect ion and reduce the occurrence of false posit ives, you can use the WAF
Business edit ion or WAF Enterprise edit ion in which security experts tailor protect ion algorithms specific
to your business. For more information, see Create a custom protection policy.

How long does it  take for configuration modifications in the WAFHow long does it  take for configuration modifications in the WAF
console to take effect?console to take effect?
In most cases, configuration modificat ions take effect  within 1 minute.

When I configure custom protection policies (ACL policies) in the WAFWhen I configure custom protection policies (ACL policies) in the WAF
console, can I enter CIDR blocks in the IP field?console, can I enter CIDR blocks in the IP field?
Yes, you can enter CIDR blocks in the IP field when you configure custom protect ion policies in the WAF
console.

Why does a custom protection policy in which the URL match fieldWhy does a custom protection policy in which the URL match field
contains two forward slashes (//) not take effect?contains two forward slashes (//) not take effect?
When the rules engine of WAF processes the URL match field, it  compresses consecutive forward
slashes (/). Therefore, the rules engine cannot match the custom protect ion policy because the URL
match field contains two forward slashes (//).

If  you want to define an ACL policy in which the URL match field contains two forward slashes (//),
enter a single forward slash (/) instead. For example, if  you want to set  the URL match field to
 //api/sms/request , enter  /api/sms/request  instead. This way, WAF can implement access control

based on the policy.

Can I view the source IP addresses of HTTP flood attacks in the WAFCan I view the source IP addresses of HTTP flood attacks in the WAF
console?console?
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Yes, you can view the source IP addresses of HTTP flood attacks after you enable Log Service of WAF.
For more information, see Enable Log Service for WAF and Query logs.

How do I query the bandwidth usage of WAF?How do I query the bandwidth usage of WAF?
You can query the bandwidth usage of WAF on the OverviewOverview page in the WAF console.
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Problem descriptionProblem description
After you upload an HTTPS cert if icate to the Anti-DDoS Pro console, Anti-DDoS Premium console, or
WAF console, the message T he cert if icat e and t he privat e key do not  mat ch.T he cert if icat e and t he privat e key do not  mat ch. is returned.

Cause and solutionCause and solution

Possible cause Solution

The uploaded
certificate and private
key do not match in
content.

Check whether the MD5 values of the certificate file and the private key file are
the same. If the MD5 values are different, the certificate file and the private key
file are associated with different domain names.

You can run the following commands to view the MD5 values of the certificate
file and private key file:

openssl x509 -noout -modulus -in <Content of the certificate 
file>|openssl md5 
openssl rsa -noout -modulus -in  <Content of the private key 
file>|openssl md5

If the uploaded certificate and private key do not match in content, we
recommend that you upload the correct certificate file and private key file.

The Rivest-Shamir-
Adleman (RSA) private
key is in an invalid
format.

Generate a private key and upload the new private key.

You can run the following command to generate a new private key:

openssl rsa -in <Content of the original private key file> -out 
<Content of the new private key file>

Fix the certificate chainFix the certificate chain
When you purchase an SSL cert if icate, the cert if icate service provider offers you a complete cert if icate
chain. The cert if icate chain includes an intermediate cert if icate and a domain name cert if icate. If  no
intermediate cert if icates are provided, we recommend that you use a tool to fix the cert if icate chain.

You can run the following command on your server to check the integrity of the cert if icate chain:

openssl s_client -connect <server ip>:443 -servername <domain name>

Variables:

 <server ip> : Set  the value to the IP address of your server.

 <domain name> : Set  the value to the domain name of the website.

2.How do I handle the mismatch2.How do I handle the mismatch
between a certificate and its privatebetween a certificate and its private
key?key?
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Not e Not e You can run the preceding command on your server regardless of whether the website
is added.

If  the Cert if icat e chainCert if icat e chain sect ion in the returned result  includes the domain name cert if icate and the
intermediate Cert if icate Authority (CA) cert if icate, the cert if icate chain is complete. Sect ion 1 shows a
domain name cert if icate, and Sect ion 2 shows an intermediate CA cert if icate.

If  the returned result  displays only the domain name cert if icate, the cert if icate chain is incomplete. In
this case, we recommend that you use a tool to fix the cert if icate chain. For example, you can use the
tool to download the complete cert if icate chain. Then, you can replace your cert if icate with the
cert if icate chain that you downloaded.

The following figure shows the content format of the cert if icate file. Sect ion 1 shows a domain name
cert if icate, and Sect ion 2 shows an intermediate cert if icate.

Not ice Not ice The cert if icate content cannot contain spaces or carriage return characters.

Web应用防火墙
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This topic provides answers to some frequently asked questions about Log Service for Web Application
Firewall (WAF).

How do I enable the Log Service for WAF feature?

What information is recorded in WAF logs?

How do I determine the log storage specificat ions that I need?

Can I change the log storage period on the Log Service page?

How do I enable the Log Service for WAF feature?How do I enable the Log Service for WAF feature?
If  you use a subscript ion WAF instance that runs the Pro or higher edit ion, you can select  Yes for Log
Service when you purchase the instance. If  you do not enable the feature when you purchase the
instance, you can upgrade the instance to enable the feature. For more information, see 包年包月实例
Procedure.

What information is recorded in WAF logs?What information is recorded in WAF logs?
WAF logs record the HTTP and HTTPS requests that clients send to the domain names protected by
WAF. If  you enable log collect ion for a domain name, WAF records logs when it  detects requests. If  you
disable log collect ion for a domain name, WAF does not record logs on requests.

For information on how to enable and disable log collect ion for a domain name, see Step 2: Enable the
log collection feature.

How do I determine the log storage specifications that I need?How do I determine the log storage specifications that I need?
You can specify the log storage capacity based on the log storage configurations and the daily QPS of
your website service.

Log storage configurations include the following items:

Log type: The log types include full logs and attack logs. If  you want to store full logs, you must
specify a larger storage capacity than the capacity that is required for attack logs.

Log storage period: A longer storage period requires a larger log storage capacity.

Fields contained in logs: WAF log fields are classified into required fields and optional fields. If  you
want to include more optional fields, you must specify a larger log storage capacity.

If  you enable the Log Service for WAF feature for the first  t ime, the following default  log storage
configurations are used: full logs are stored, logs are retained for 180 days, and only required fields are
included in logs. You can modify log storage configurations by using the log set t ingslog set t ings feature. For
more information, see Modify log settings.

For example, the default  log storage configurations are used. The following list  provides suggestions
on how to select  the required log storage capacity based on the daily QPS of your website service:

If  the daily average QPS is not greater than 80, we recommend that you select  3 TB of storage
capacity.

If  the daily average QPS ranges from 80 to 120, we recommend that you select  5 TB of storage
capacity.

If  the daily average QPS ranges from 120 to 260, we recommend that you select  10 TB of storage
capacity.

If  the daily average QPS ranges from 260 to 350, we recommend that you select  15 TB of storage

3.FAQ about Log Service for WAF3.FAQ about Log Service for WAF
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capacity.

If  the daily average QPS ranges from 350 to 500, we recommend that you select  20 TB of storage
capacity.

If  the daily average QPS ranges from 500 to 1,200, we recommend that you select  50 TB of storage
capacity.

Not e Not e If  you want to customize the log storage configurations, you can est imate the required
log storage capacity based on the preceding information.

Can I change the log storage period on the Log Service page?Can I change the log storage period on the Log Service page?
Only subscript ion WAF instances allow you to change the log storage period within the range of 30 to
360 days. If  you use a pay-as-you-go WAF instance, logs are retained only for seven days, and the log
storage period cannot be changed.

If  you use a subscript ion WAF instance of the Business or higher edit ion and the Log Service for WAF
feature is enabled, you can perform the following operations to open the Log Service page and change
the log storage period: Log on the WAF console. In the left-side navigation pane, choose LogLog
ManagementManagement  >  > Log ServiceLog Service and click Log Set t ingsLog Set t ings. For more information, see Modify log settings.
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This topic describes how to troubleshoot access exceptions on websites that are protected by Web
Application Firewall (WAF).

InstructionsInstructions
If  you cannot access a website that is protected by WAF, you can use the following methods to
troubleshoot the exception:

1. Determine whether the origin server is faulty: Bypass WAF and check whether the origin server
responds to access requests in an expected manner.

2. Determine whether WAF blocks valid requests: Disable protect ion modules to check whether WAF
blocks access requests.

3. Determine whether the exception is a common exception: Analyze and troubleshoot the exception
by following the instruct ions in the common access exceptions table.

Not e Not e If  the exception persists after troubleshooting, submit  a t icket  to contact  Alibaba
Cloud technical support.

For more information about the tools that are used during troubleshooting, see Appendix: Common
tools.

Determine whether the origin server is faultyDetermine whether the origin server is faulty
To bypass WAF and determine whether the origin server responds to access requests in an expected
manner, perform the following steps:

1. Disable the security groups, blacklists, whitelists, f irewalls, SafeDog, and Yunsuo on the origin server
to prevent back-to-origin IP addresses of WAF from being blocked.

2. Modify the hosts file in your computer to resolve the domain name to the public IP address of the
required Elast ic Compute Service (ECS) instance, Server Load Balancer (SLB) instance, or on-premises
server. The public IP address is the IP address of the origin server that you add to WAF.

3. Use a browser of your computer to access the domain name of the origin server and check whether
the same exception occurs.

If  you cannot access the origin server, the origin server is faulty. We recommend that you check
the working status of the origin server, including processes, CPU utilizat ion, memory, and web
logs, and fix the exception.

If  you can access the origin server, the exception is not due to the origin server. Check whether
the exception occurs because WAF blocks the access requests. For more information, see
Determine whether WAF blocks valid requests.

Determine whether WAF blocks valid requestsDetermine whether WAF blocks valid requests
To disable the blocking functions of WAF and determine whether WAF blocks valid access requests,
perform the following steps:

1. Disable RegEx Prot ect ion EngineRegEx Prot ect ion Engine for the domain name of the origin server to check whether the
exception persists. For more information, see Configure the protect ion rules engine feature.

4.How do I troubleshoot website4.How do I troubleshoot website
access exceptions?access exceptions?
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If  you can access the website after you disable this function, we recommend that you set
Prot ect ion Rule GroupProt ect ion Rule Group to Loose rule groupLoose rule group in the RegEx Prot ect ion EngineRegEx Prot ect ion Engine sect ion. By
default , Medium rule groupMedium rule group is selected. Alternatively, you can analyze the URL of the origin server
by using Log Service for WAF. Then, add a custom protect ion policy to WAF to allow all access
requests to this URL. For more information, see Create a custom protection policy.

2. If  the problem persists after you disable RegEx Prot ect ion EngineRegEx Prot ect ion Engine, disable HT T P FloodHT T P Flood
Prot ect ionProt ect ion for the domain name of the origin server. For more information, see Configure HTTP
flood protect ion.

If  you can access the website after you disable this function, we recommend that you set  Mode to
Prevent ionPrevent ion in the HT T P Flood Prot ect ionHT T P Flood Prot ect ion sect ion. If  Mode is already set  to Prevent ionPrevent ion, skip this
step. Alternatively, you can analyze the URL of the origin server by using Log Service for WAF. Then,
add a custom protect ion policy to WAF to allow all access requests to this URL. For more
information, see Create a custom protection policy.

If  the exception persists after you disable HT T P Flood Prot ect ionHT T P Flood Prot ect ion, this exception is not due to
the blocking functions of WAF. For more information, see Determine whether the exception is a
common exception.

Determine whether the exception is a common exceptionDetermine whether the exception is a common exception
If  the exception disappears after you disable WAF and continues to occur after you enable WAF,
troubleshoot the exception by following the instruct ions in the following table.

Exception Description Cause Solution
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Access
blocked
(405
error)

The error
message "405
Method Not
Allowed"
appears, or the
HTTP status
code 405 is
returned.

The access
request is
blocked by a
custom
protection policy
or the RegEx
Protection
Engine.

1. Disable the custom protection policy for the
domain name of the origin server and check
whether the error message appears. For more
information, see Create a custom protection
policy.

If the error message no longer appears, the
custom protection policy blocks the access
request. Find the custom protection policy and
delete it .

2. If the error message still appears after you
disable the custom protection policy, disable
RegEx Prot ect ion EngineRegEx Prot ect ion Engine for the domain
name of the origin server to check whether the
exception persists. For more information, see
Configure the protection rules engine feature.

If you can access the website after you disable
this function, we recommend that you set
Prot ect ion Rule GroupProt ect ion Rule Group to Loose rule groupLoose rule group
in the RegEx Prot ect ion EngineRegEx Prot ect ion Engine section. By
default, Medium rule groupMedium rule group is selected.
Alternatively, you can analyze the URL of the
origin server by using Log Service for WAF.
Then, add a custom protection policy to WAF
to allow all access requests to this URL. For
more information, see Create a custom
protection policy.

Connectio
n reset
(302
error)

The system
prompts that
the connection is
reset. The HTTP
status code is
302, and the Set-
Cookie header is
contained in the
response.

Access from an
IP address
triggers HTTP
Flood
Protection.

Disable HT T P Flood Prot ect ionHT T P Flood Prot ect ion for the domain
name of the origin server. For more information, see
Configure HTTP flood protection.

If you can access the website after HTTP Flood
Protection is disabled, the access requests are
blocked by the HTTP flood protection rule. We
recommend that you set Mode to Prevent ionPrevent ion in the
HT T P Flood Prot ect ionHT T P Flood Prot ect ion section. If Mode is already
set to Prevent ionPrevent ion, skip this step. Alternatively, you
can analyze the URL of the origin server by using Log
Service for WAF. Then, add a custom protection
policy to WAF to allow all access requests to this
URL. For more information, see Create a custom
protection policy.

Exception Description Cause Solution
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HTTPS
access
exception
s

After a client
sends an HTTPS
request, the
certificate
 www.notexist
.com  is
returned.

WAF requires the
browser to
support Server
Name Indication
(SNI), whereas
the browser of
the client may
not support SNI.

By default, macOS and iOS operating systems
support SNI. For Windows and Android operating
systems, make sure that they are compatible with
SNI. For more information, see HTTPS access
exceptions arising from SNI compatibility
("Certificate not trusted").

Blank
screen
(502
error)

When you access
a website, a
blank screen
error occurs and
the HTTP status
code 502 is
returned.

When the origin
server such as an
ECS or SLB
instance or a
server
experiences a
packet loss or
becomes
unreachable,
WAF returns the
HTTP status
code 502.

1. Check whether the origin server has security
software or policies configured, such as a
blacklist, the iptables program, a firewall,
SafeDog, or Yunsuo. If the origin server has
security software or policies configured, stop
or uninstall them, clear the blacklist, and check
whether the exception is resolved.

2. Bypass WAF to check whether the website can
be accessed. For more information, see
Determine whether the origin server is faulty. If
the exception persists, check the processes,
CPU utilization, memory, or web logs of the
origin server for errors.

Ping
failure of
a domain
name

The domain
name cannot be
pinged. A text
message is
received. The
message
indicates that
WAF experiences
DDoS attacks,
and blackhole
filtering is
triggered.

WAF cannot
mitigate DDoS
attacks.

Activate Anti-DDoS to mitigate DDoS attacks. For
more information, see Overview.

Unbalanc
ed server
load

The load is
unbalanced
among multiple
ECS instances in
the backend.

WAF uses Layer 4
hash algorithms
for IP addresses.
If Anti-DDoS Pro
or Anti-DDoS
Premium is
deployed
together with
WAF, or SLB uses
Layer 4
forwarding, ECS
instances may
have unbalanced
load.

Configure WAF and ECS instances to directly use SLB
to balance the load. Use Layer 7 forwarding and
enable cookie session persistence or load balancing.

Exception Description Cause Solution
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WeChat
or Alipay
callback
failure

WeChat or Alipay
callback fails.

The possible
reason is that
HTTP flood
protection rules
block high-
frequency
requests, or
HTTPS callback
is used but
WeChat or Alipay
does not
support SNI.

HTTP Flood Protection:

i. Disable HT T P Flood Prot ect ionHT T P Flood Prot ect ion for the
domain name of the origin server. For more
information, see Configure HTTP flood
protection.

ii. If WeChat or Alipay can be accessed after
HTTP Flood Protection is disabled, the
access request is blocked by HTTP flood
protection rules. We recommend that you
set Mode to Prevent ionPrevent ion in the HT T P FloodHT T P Flood
Prot ect ionProt ect ion section. If Mode is already set to
Prevent ionPrevent ion, skip this step. Alternatively, you
can analyze the URL of the origin server by
using Log Service for WAF. Then, add a
custom protection policy to WAF to allow all
access requests to this URL. For more
information, see Create a custom protection
policy.

SNI: Configure WeChat or Alipay to bypass WAF
and directly use the IP address of the ECS or SLB
instance. For more information, see HTTPS access
exceptions arising from SNI compatibility
("Certificate not trusted").

Exception Description Cause Solution

Appendix: Common toolsAppendix: Common tools
Chrome DevTools: It  is provided by Google Chrome. It  can be used to view loading status of elements
on pages. Press F12F12 to open the tool and navigate to the Net workNet work tab.

ping: The ping test  tool can be used to analyze and determine network faults. This tool is available
in Windows and Linux. In Windows, press Win+R and enter cmd to open Command Prompt. Command:
 ping domain name or IP address .

traceroute for Linux and tracert  for Windows: The link tracing tools can be used to detect  the hop
where the packet loss occurs. In Windows, press Win+R and enter cmd to open Command Prompt.
Command:  tracert -d domain name or IP address .

nslookup: This tool can be used to detect  whether domain name resolut ion is functional. In Windows,
press Win+R and enter cmd to open Command Prompt. Command:  nslookup domain name .
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After a website is added to WAF, the website can be accessed over HTTP, but fails to be accessed over
HTTPS. For example, the website may fail to open, the cert if icate may be untrusted, interfaces may fail
to be called, or errors may be reported for devices, OSs, or apps of specific types. This topic describes
how to troubleshoot the access issues.

Check whether HTTPS is selected in the WAF console and whether theCheck whether HTTPS is selected in the WAF console and whether the
required certificate is uploadedrequired certificate is uploaded
To use WAF to protect  HTTPS services, you must select  HTTPS in the WAF console and upload the same
cert if icate and private key as the cert if icate and private key of the origin server. If  you use WAF
together with other services, such as Anti-DDoS Pro, Anti-DDoS Premium, or Alibaba Cloud CDN, you
must upload a cert if icate and private key to WAF. The cert if icates and private keys of other services do
not take effect  on WAF. You must separately upload the cert if icate and private key of WAF.

Not e Not e After a cert if icate is uploaded in the WAF console, a maximum of 5 minutes are required
for the configuration to take effect. During this period, access issues may occur. Before you change
the DNS record of your website to WAF, we recommend that you modify the hosts file on your
computer and verify domain name sett ings. After you confirm that the domain name sett ings are in
effect, you can change the DNS record of your website to WAF. For more information, see Verify
domain name sett ings.

Check whether the certificate chain is validCheck whether the certificate chain is valid

5.How do I troubleshoot HTTPS5.How do I troubleshoot HTTPS
access issuesaccess issues
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An invalid cert if icate chain is a common cause of HTTPS access issues. In most cases, a cert if icate service
provider offers a valid cert if icate chain that contains one server cert if icate and one or more root
cert if icate authority (CA) cert if icates. The following figure shows a cert if icate chain that contains an
Alibaba Cloud SSL cert if icate.

Make sure that a valid cert if icate chain is uploaded to WAF. To combine mult iple cert if icates into a
cert if icate chain, concatenate the content of the cert if icates into a single file. Make sure that the server
cert if icate is at  the top level of the cert if icate chain, followed by root cert if icates. The following
example shows an example of a cert if icate chain that can be uploaded.

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
……
-----END CERTIFICATE-----
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
……
-----END CERTIFICATE-----
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
……
-----END CERTIFICATE-----

If  a cert if icate chain is invalid, the browser displays an on-screen message to prompt that the cert if icate
is untrusted. In this case, if  the website is accessed from Android mobile phones, specific OSs, or apps of
specific types, errors are reported in some environments.
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You can use online third-party test ing tools, such as SSL Installat ion Checker, to check whether a
cert if icate chain is valid. For more information, visit  SSL Installat ion Checker.

Not e Not e The online third-party test ing tools can be used to check the status of the cert if icate
chain only for the dest ination to which your website is mapped. For example, If  your website is
mapped to the origin server, instead of WAF, the online third-party test ing tools cannot be used to
check whether the cert if icate chain of WAF is valid.

Check whether a server name indication (SNI) compatibility issueCheck whether a server name indication (SNI) compatibility issue
occursoccurs
If  clients or apps of specific types cannot access your website over HTTPS and the error message "SSL
handshake failed/error" or "the cert if icate cannot be trusted" is displayed, the clients or apps may not
support  SNI. Clients that use outdated versions of Android and apps that are developed by using
outdated versions of Java are incompatible with SNI. Internet Explorer, outdated mobile phones, and
callback interfaces for third-party payment systems are incompatible with SNI.

Most browsers, apps, and payment callback interfaces of Alipay and WeChat support  SNI. If  you can
access your website when your website is mapped to the origin server but cannot access your website
when your website is mapped to WAF, an SNI compatibility issue occurs. We recommend that you
upgrade the client  or map your website to the origin server.

For more information, see HTTPS access exceptions arising from SNI compatibility ("Certificate not trusted").

Check whether your website is hosted on Windows Server 2003 or IIS6Check whether your website is hosted on Windows Server 2003 or IIS6
serversservers
After a website that is hosted on Windows Server 2003 or IIS6 servers is added to WAF, the HTTP 502
status code is returned when the website is accessed over HTTPS. The status code is returned because
the TLS version and cipher suite of the system are outdated and do not meet the security requirements.
The TLS and cipher suite are incompatible with the default  HTTPS back-to-origin algorithm of WAF. The
feature that allows you to redirect  HTTPS requests to origin servers is not supported for websites that
are hosted Windows Server 2003 servers. Microsoft  recommends that you do not host  your HTTPS
website on Windows Server 2003 servers. We recommend that you host  your website on servers that run
Windows Server 2008 or later to ensure secure communications.

Check whether the Diffie-Hellman (DH) key meets the lengthCheck whether the Diffie-Hellman (DH) key meets the length
requirementsrequirements
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If  the DH key is too short  to meet the length requirements, the key is not secure. WAF does not support
this type of key. If  you use a new version of Mozilla Firefox, such as Mozilla Firefox 51.0.1, to access the
website that is not protected by WAF, an error message similar to the following message is displayed.

To resolve this issue, upgrade related components, such as the JDK, to ensure that the DH key is 2048-
bit  long or longer.

Not e Not e The length of the key is determined by the server encryption algorithm that is used.
The length is irrelevant to the configurations of the cert if icate. If  you are unable to resolve this
issue, contact  your origin server developer or search for relevant solut ions. You can search for
relevant solut ions based on the following error message:  SSL
routines:ssl3_check_cert_and_algorithm:dh key too small .

Check whether HTTP is selectedCheck whether HTTP is selected
If  you enable the feature that redirects HTTP requests to HTTPS requests on the origin server, you must
select  HTTP and HTTPS in the WAF console. If  you select  only HTTP or HTTPS in this situation, WAF
cannot forward HTTPS requests to the origin server, and errors are reported.
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BackgroundBackground
The object ive of introducing virtual host  on the HTTP server is to make the mult iple domain names reuse
one IP address to balance the supply of IPv4 addresses. The server can allocate requests to different
domain names (virtual hosts) to process according to the hosts specified in client  requests. On an
HTTPS server where the IP address is shared by mult iple domain names (virtual hosts), when the browser
accesses an HTTPS site, an SSL connection is established first  with the server. The first  step to establish
an SSL connection is to request  a cert if icate from the server. The server sends a cert if icate irrespective
of the domain names. This is because the server cannot determine the domain name accessed by the
browser.

Server name indication (SNI) is an SSL/TLS extension that is used to resolve the issue of a single server
using mult iple domain names and cert if icates. Before the server is connected to establish an SSL
connection, the domain name (host  name) of the site to be accessed is sent first , so that the server
returns an appropriate cert if icate based on the domain name.

Now, most operating systems and browsers support  SNI extension. This function is embedded in
OpenSSL 0.9.8 and Nginx of the new version also supports SNI.

SymptomsSymptoms
When the client  does not support  SNI, the HTTPS access may become abnormal when you access WAF.

When a browser that does not support  SNI is used to access a website that uses WAF, the WAF does
not know the domain name requested by the client  therefore, it  cannot retrieve the corresponding
virtual host  cert if icate to exchange with the client. The Web application firewall can only use an
embedded default  cert if icate to perform the handshake with the client. In this case, the browser of the
client  displays a message “Cert if icate not trusted”.

If the client  does not support  SNI, the following symptoms may occur:

On the mobile App client, the iOS client  can be normally accessed but the Android client  cannot be
normally opened.

The browser displays a message indicating the cert if icate is untrusted after a Web page is opened.

ResolutionResolution
Capture the SSL handshake packet on the client  to determine whether the client  supports SNI. Assume
that the Chrome browser is used to access the official website of Alibaba Cloud.

6.HTTPS access exceptions arising6.HTTPS access exceptions arising
from SNI compatibility ("Certificatefrom SNI compatibility ("Certificate
not trusted")not trusted")
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If  SNI extension can be seen in the Client  Hello packet as illustrated in the following figure, the client
supports SNI extension.

Otherwise, the client  does not support  SNI extension. For clients that do not support  SNI,

We recommend that you upgrade the browser or try using later version of the browsers such as
Chrome and Firefox.

For third-party callbacks from WeChat and Alipay, use the IP address of the origin to bypass the Web
application firewall.

SNI compatibilitySNI compatibility

Not e Not e SNI is compatible with TLS1.0 and later versions but not supported by SSL.

SNI supports the following deskt op browsersdeskt op browsers:

Chrome 5 and later versions

Chrome 6 and later versions (Windows XP)

Firefox 2 and later versions

IE 7 and later versions (running in Windows Vista/Server 2008 and later versions, IE of any version in
Windows XP OS not support ing SNI)

Konqueror 4.7 and later versions

Opera 8 and later versions

Safari 3.0 in Windows Vista/Server 2008 and later versions or Mac OS X 10.5.6 and later versions

SNI supports the following librarieslibraries:

GNU TLS

Java 7 and later versions (serving as the client  only)

HTTP client  4.3.2 and later versions

libcurl 7.18.1 and later versions

NSS 3.1.1 and later versions

OpenSSL 0.9.8j and later versions

OpenSSL 0.9.8f and later versions (flags must be configured)

FAQ··HTTPS access except ions arisin
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QT 4.8 and later versions

Python3, Python 2.7.9 and later versions

SNI supports the following mobile browsersmobile browsers:

Android Browser on 3.0 Honeycomb and later versions

iOS Safari on iOS 4 and later versions

Windows Phone 7 and later versions

SNI supports the following serversservers:

Apache 2.2.12 and later versions

Apache Traffic Server 3.2.0 and later versions

HAProxy 1.5 and later versions

IIS 8.0 and later versions

lighttpd 1.4.24 and later versions

LiteSpeed 4.1 and later versions

Nginx 0.5.32 and later versions

SNI supports the following command linescommand lines:

cURL 7.18.1 and later versions

wget 1.14 and later versions

Web应用防火墙
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The ECS instances can st ill encounter intrusion, even after being protected by WAF. It  may be caused
because of the following:

No. Causes Resolution

1
The ECS instance is intruded before it  is
connected to WAF. In this case, you must first
clean up the ECS instance.

Perform a server cleanup as described in the
following sections.

2

When the DNS resolution is not updated once
WAF is configured. This makes the traffic flow
directly to ECS, without lett ing it  pass through
WAF.

Make sure that DNS resolution is updated so
that the website is under the protection of
WAF. For more information, see Implement
Alibaba Cloud WAF.

3

Before WAF is used, the IP address of the ECS
instance is disclosed and no security group is
configured. As a result, hackers directly attack
the ECS instance through its IP address.

Configure a security group to prevent attacks
that can bypass WAF. For more information,
see Protect your origin server.

4

Other sites that are not protected by WAF
exist on the ECS instance. The ECS instance is
consequently affected by attacks targeting
these sites.

Make sure that all HTTP services on the ECS
instance are protected by WAF.

5
The ECS instance encounters non-Web-attack
intrusions, such as the brute crack of the ssh
password.

Make sure that the ECS instance and database
adopt strong passwords.

Not ice Not ice Before clearing Trojans and viruses, f irst  Create a snapshot to back up data to avoid
data loss arising from operation mistakes.

Clear Trojans and virusesClear Trojans and viruses
1. Check the network connection by using  netstat  and analyze if  any suspicious requests exist . If

yes, stop the ECS instance.

2. Use antivirus software to scan and clean viruses.

Run the following command to clear Trojans in Linux.

7.How to handle ECS intrusion?7.How to handle ECS intrusion?
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chattr -i /usr/bin/.sshd 
rm -f /usr/bin/.sshd 
chattr -i /usr/bin/.swhd 
rm -f /usr/bin/.swhd 
rm -f -r /usr/bin/bsd-port 
cp /usr/bin/dpkgd/ps /bin/ps 
cp /usr/bin/dpkgd/netstat /bin/netstat 
cp /usr/bin/dpkgd/lsof /usr/sbin/lsof 
cp /usr/bin/dpkgd/ss /usr/sbin/ss
rm -r -f /root/.ssh 
rm -r -f /usr/bin/bsd-port
find /proc/ -name exe | xargs ls -l | grep -v task |grep deleted| awk '{print $11}' | awk -
F/ '{print $NF}' | xargs killall -9

Check and fix vulnerabilit ies for your ECS instanceCheck and fix vulnerabilit ies for your ECS instance
1. Check if  the server account is normal. If  the server account is abnormal, stop the ECS and delete the

abnormal account.

2. Check if  the remote logon to ECS exists. If  yes, set  up a strong logon password that contains more
than 10 characters and consists of uppercase and lowercase alphabets, digits, and special
characters.

3. Confirm that the backend passwords of Jenkins, Tomcat, PhpMyadmin, WDCP, and Weblogic are
strong passwords. You can disable the management port  8080, if  the services are not in use.

4. Check for vulnerabilit ies for Web applications, such as struts and Elast icSearch. Make sure that the
website is protected by WAF. We recommend that you use Server Guard for Trojans and viruses
clearing and patches installat ion.

5. Check if  the following vulnerability exists: the Jenkins administrator runs commands remotely
without using a password. If  yes, set  a password or close the page for managing the 8080 port.

6. Check if  the following vulnerability exists: f iles can be written on Redis without using a password.
Check if  SSH logon key files created by hackers exist  under  /root/ . If  the files exist , delete the
files. Modify Redis to make users access Redis using passwords and configure stronger passwords. If
access to public networks is not required, use  bind 127.0.0.1  to only allow local access.

7. Check MySQL, SQLServer, FTP, and Web management backend for which passwords are set  and
make sure you set  strong passwords.

Enable Alibaba Cloud Security servicesEnable Alibaba Cloud Security services
Make sure that WAF is enabled for all websites on the ECS instance.

Use Alibaba Cloud Security Threat Detect ion Service for host  scanning, Trojans scanning and clearing,
and fixing vulnerabilit ies.

Reinit ialize the cloud diskReinit ialize the cloud disk
If  the preceding methods cannot help you fix the problem, we recommend that you reinit ialize your
cloud disk to restore the system disk or the data disk to the status when they were created.

For more information, see Reinit ialize a cloud disk.

Web应用防火墙 FAQ··How t o handle ECS int rusion?
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Not ice Not ice Before re-init ializing the cloud disk, download and back up the data on the system
disk and data disk to your local storage. After init ializat ion, perform antivirus for the data and then
upload it  to your cloud storage.

When the cloud disk is reinit ialized, perform the preceding cleanup and enable Alibaba Cloud Security.

FAQ··How t o handle ECS int rusion? Web应用防火墙
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If  a Web Application Firewall (WAF) instance is under DDoS attacks, blackhole filtering may be triggered
for the instance. This topic describes the impact after blackhole filtering is triggered and the solut ion.

ImpactImpact
If  a Web Application Firewall (WAF) instance is under DDoS attacks and the peak attack traffic exceeds
the free DDoS mit igation capability provided by the instance, blackhole filtering is triggered for the
instance. Then, the traffic dest ined for the default  exclusive IP address of the WAF instance is routed
to an IP address that does not exist . In this case, you can receive notificat ions on the OverviewOverview page of
the WAF console.

After blackhole filtering is triggered, all the traffic redirected to the WAF instance is discarded. This
includes both normal and attack traffic. During blackhole filtering, all the domain names added to the
WAF instance are inaccessible.

Methods to deactivate blackhole filtering and mitigate DDoS attacksMethods to deactivate blackhole filtering and mitigate DDoS attacks
Blackhole filtering is automatically deactivated after a specific period. By default , blackhole filtering is
deactivated 150 minutes after it  is triggered. The threshold to trigger blackhole filtering for the WAF
instance is the same as the default  threshold at  which Alibaba Cloud triggers blackhole filtering in the
region of your Elast ic Compute Service (ECS) instance. For more information about blackhole filtering
policies, see Blackhole filtering policy of Alibaba Cloud.

Not e Not e By default , each WAF instance has an exclusive IP address. If  blackhole filtering is
triggered for a default  exclusive IP address, all the domain names added to the WAF instance
become inaccessible. To prevent an important domain name from being affected by DDoS attacks
on other domain names that are protected by the same WAF instance, we recommend that you
purchase an exclusive IP address for the important domain name. For more information about
exclusive IP addresses, see Exclusive IP addresses.

If  you want to mit igate DDoS attacks, we recommend that you use Anti-DDoS Pro or Anti-DDoS
Premium to protect  your domain name. If  you have deployed WAF with Anti-DDoS Pro or Anti-DDoS
Premium but blackhole filtering is st ill t riggered for WAF, submit  a to contact  the after-sales team.

FAQ about WAF for which blackhole filtering is triggeredFAQ about WAF for which blackhole filtering is triggered
Blackhole filtering is triggered for my WAF instance. Can it  be immediately deactivated?

No, blackhole filtering cannot be immediately deactivated after it  is triggered. Blackhole filtering is
purchased by Alibaba Cloud from Internet service providers (ISPs). The ISPs have strict  limits on the
time and frequency to deactivate blackhole filtering. Therefore, you cannot manually deactivate
blackhole filtering. You must wait  until blackhole filtering is automatically deactivated.

Not e Not e Even if  you can immediately deactivate blackhole filtering, it  is triggered again if  the
WAF instance is st ill under DDoS attacks.

Mult iple domain names are added to my WAF instance. How do I check which domain name is under
attack?

8.What do I do if blackhole filtering8.What do I do if blackhole filtering
is triggered for my WAF instance?is triggered for my WAF instance?
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Attackers can resolve a domain name that is added to WAF to obtain the IP address of the WAF
instance. Then, the attackers launch DDoS attacks on the IP address. DDoS attacks target the default
exclusive IP address of a WAF instance. You cannot determine which domain name is under attack
based on attack traffic.

However, you can change the DNS records of domain names to determine the attacked domain
name. For example, you can resolve some domain names to WAF and the rest  of the domain names
to other services, such as ECS, Alibaba Cloud CDN, or Server Load Balancer (SLB). If  blackhole filtering is
no longer triggered after this operation, the attacked domain name is among the domain names that
you resolve to the other services. However, this method is complicated and may cause some assets,
such as the IP address of the origin server, to be exposed on the Internet. More serious security issues
may arise. Therefore, we recommend that you do not use this method to determine the attacked
domain name.

Blackhole filtering is triggered for my WAF instance. Can I prevent this issue by changing the IP address
of my WAF instance?

No, you cannot prevent blackhole filtering by changing the IP address. If  attackers target your
domain name, they can ping your domain name to obtain the IP address of your WAF instance
regardless of whether you change the IP address.

What is the difference between DDoS attacks and HTTP flood attacks? Why is WAF unable to defend
against  DDoS attacks?

DDoS attacks are common at  Layer 4, and HTTP flood attacks are common at  Layer 7. HTTP flood
attacks may use HTTP GET or POST requests. WAF can defend against  HTTP flood attacks. To defend
against  DDoS attacks, WAF must be able to receive a huge volume of traffic before it  can scrub the
traffic. However, WAF cannot provide sufficient  bandwidth in this case. Therefore, we recommend
that you use Anti-DDoS Pro or Anti-DDoS Premium to defend against  DDoS attacks.

FAQ··What  do I do if blackhole filt eri
ng is t riggered for my WAF inst ance?
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Web Application Firewall (WAF) supports the majority of domain suffixes. This topic shows the domain
suffixes supported by WAF.

Not e Not e If  the domain suffix you want to configure is not supported, to contact  us.

0~90~9

2000.hu 5xsoft.com

aa

ac ac.cn ac.gn ac.id ac.il ac.im

accountant adult.ht ae aero aeroport.fr af

ag agrar.hu ah.cn ai al am

app apps.lair.io art.ht as asia assedic.fr

asso.gp asso.ht at auction audio auto

avocat.fr avoues.fr

bb

ba bar be best bg bh

bi bike biz biz.id biz.pk biz.vn

bj.cn black bloxcms.com blue bo bolt.hu

bs business by bz

cc

ca cab cafe camera camp car

cards care cars cash casino.hu cc

cc.ua cci.fr cd center ceo cg

ch chambagri.fr chat cheap
chirurgiens-
dentistes.fr

ci

city city.hu cl club cm cn

cn.cn cn.com cn.net co co co.at
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co.cm co.cr co.gg co.gg co.gl co.gy

co.hu co.id co.id co.id co.il co.il

co.im co.in co.ir co.jp co.kr co.ma

co.nl co.nz co.th co.tz co.uk co.za

coffee com com.ar com.au com.bd com.bo

com.br com.bz com.cm com.cn com.cn com.co

com.de com.ec com.es com.fr com.ge com.gh

com.gh com.gi com.gl com.gl com.gn com.gp

com.gr com.gt com.gt com.gy com.hk com.hk

com.hn com.hn com.hr com.ht com.im com.im

com.kw com.kz com.lc com.mo com.mx com.my

com.my com.ng com.np com.pa com.pe com.ph

com.pk com.pl com.ps com.pt com.py com.ru

com.sg com.sg com.so com.sususu com.sv com.tr

com.tw com.ua com.uy com.vc com.ve com.vn

company cool coop.ht cq.cn cr credit

cricket cu cx cz

dd

date dd-dns.de de de.com desa.id dev.static.land

diet diskstation.eu diskstation.me
diskstation.or
g

dj dk

dm do dog domains download draydns.de

dray-dns.de dscloud.biz dscloud.me dscloud.mobi dsmynas.com dsmynas.net

dsmynas.org dynvpn.de dyn-vpn.de

ee

ec edu edu.bi edu.cn edu.ge edu.gh

edu.gi edu.gl edu.gl edu.gn edu.gp edu.gr
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edu.gt edu.gy edu.hk edu.hk edu.hn edu.ht

edu.mo edu.my edu.pl edu.rs edu.sg edu.tw

ee email erotica.hu erotika.hu es eu

experts-
comptables.fr

ff

fail faith family familyds.com familyds.net familyds.org

fans farm fi film.hu fin.ec firm.ht

fish fit fj.cn flowers fm forum.hu

fr from.hr fund fyi

gg

ga game games.hu gb gb.net gd

gd gd.cn gda.pl gdansk.pl gdynia.pl ge

ge
geometre-
expert.fr

gf gf gg gg

gh gh gi gi github.io gl

gl global gm gn go.id gob.gt

gob.hn gold gouv.fr gouv.ht gov gov

gov.cn gov.cn gov.ge gov.gh gov.gi gov.gn

gov.gr gov.gy gov.hk gov.ie gov.il gov.my

gov.sg gov.vn gp gp gq gr

gr green greta.fr group gs gs.cn

gt guide guitars guru gx.cn gy

gz.cn

hh

ha.cn haus hb.cn he.cn help hi.cn

hiphop hk hk.cn hk.com hk.org hl.cn
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hm hn hn.cn holiday homelink.one host

hosting hotel.hu house ht hu hu.com

huissier-
justice.fr

ii

i234.me idf.il idv.hk idv.tw ie ie

il im im in in.th inbar.int

inc.hk ind.gt inf.ua info info.ec info.ht

info.hu info.vn ingatlan.hu ink int io

ir is it iz.hr

jj

je jl.cn jo jobs jogasz.hu jp

js.cn jx.cn

kk

k12.il kg ki kim konyvelo.hu kr

kr.com kz

ll

la lakas.hu land lc li lib.de.us

life limo link live lk ln.cn

love lt ltd.co.im ltd.gi ltd.hk ltd.ua

lu lv ly

mm

ma markets mba md me me.uk

med.ec med.ht med.pl medecin.fr media media.hu

mein-vigor.de men mg mil.ge mil.gh mil.gt

mil.hn mil.id mil.my mk mn mo
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mo.cn mobi.gp mod.gi money mp ms

mu muni.il mw my my my.id

myds.me myfz.com mymai.com my-vigor.de my-wan.de

nn

na name name.hr name.my net net.au

net.cn net.cn net.co net.ec net.ge net.gg

net.gl net.gn net.gp net.gr net.gt net.gt

net.gy net.hk net.hk net.hn net.hn net.ht

net.id net.il net.im net.in net.kw net.my

net.pk net.sg net.vc net.vn network news

news.hu nf ningja nl nm.cn no

nom.es notaires.fr now.sh nr nu nx.cn

oo

one online ooo or.id or.kr org

org.ag org.au org.bz org.cn org.cn org.es

org.ge org.gg org.gh org.gi org.gl org.gn

org.gp org.gr org.gt org.gt org.gy org.hk

org.hk org.hn org.hn org.ht org.hu org.il

org.il org.im org.in org.mo org.my org.nz

org.pe org.pk org.sg org.uk org.vn

pp

pa party pe per.sg perso.ht pet

ph pharmacien.fr pink pk pl plc.co.im

plus pm pn poker pol.ht port.fr

pr press priv.hu pro pro.ec pro.ht

ps pt pvt.ge pw
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qq

qa qh.cn qou.cn

rr

racing re reklam.hu rel.ht
remotewd.co
m

ren

rent rest review rip ro
router.manage
ment

rs ru run rw rwit.cn

ss

sa sale sc sc.cn sch.id school

sd sd.cn se se.com sex sex.hu

sexy sg sg sh sh.cn shoes

shop shop.ht shop.hu show si site

sites.static.lan
d

sk sl sn.cn so social

solar sopot.pl space spacekit.io sport.hu sr

st
stackspace.sp
ace

static.land stolos.io store storj.farm

studio style suli.hu
sususu.admst
ask3

sx.cn syno-ds.de

synology.me
synology-
diskstation.de

synology-
ds.de

szex.hu

tt

taifun-dns.de taipei tattoo tax tc team

tech tel tf t ips tj t j.cn

tk tl tm tm.hu tn to

today tools top town
townnews-
staging.com

toys

tozsde.hu transurl.be transurl.eu transurl.nl travel tt

tt.im tuxfamily.org tv tv.im tw tw.cn
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uu

ua uber.space ug uk.com us us.com

utazas.hu uz

vv

vc vet veterinaire.fr vg video video.hu

vin vip vn vpnplus.to vu

ww

wang watch web.id webcam website wf

win wine wmflabs.org work works world

ws wtf wzlm.cn

xx

xin xj.cn xs4all.space xxx xyz xz.cn

yy

ybo.faith ybo.party ybo.review ybo.science ybo.trade yn.cn

yoga yolasite.com yombo.me yt

zz

za.net za.org zhangkj.co zj.cn zone
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Web Application Firewall (WAF) protects websites by filtering and forwarding requests to the websites.
However, it  forwards requests over only the HTTP and HTTPS ports that you configure when you add
your website to WAF.

If  your website receives requests over an unconfigured port, WAF does not forward the requests to the
origin server regardless of whether the port  is enabled. This does not pose any security risks or threats
to the origin server.

10.If my website receives requests10.If my website receives requests
over an unconfigured port, is theover an unconfigured port, is the
origin server threatened?origin server threatened?

FAQ··If my websit e receives request
s over an unconfigured port , is t he o
rigin server t hreat ened?
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This topic describes the access traffic flow of Web Application Firewall (WAF).

Access traffic flow descript ion:

Not e Not e IP addresses of WAF instances are all deployed on the cloud. You can use a virtual IP
address that is configured for a WAF instance to view traffic over Banff. A WAF instance that is
configured with a virtual IP address is an LVS cluster. The virtual IP address is similar to a virtual IP
address of an SLB instance. You can view the virtual IP address of the WAF instance and the IP
address of a WAF engine at  the backend in SLB/VPC Operations and Maintenance System.

1. A client  sends a request  to access the virtual IP address of a WAF instance.

2. The WAF instance forwards the request  to backend server A of an LVS cluster.

3. Server A parses request  packets to Layer 7 and checks whether this request  is a malicious access
request  or an attack.

If  this request  is a normal access request, server A forwards it  to an origin server.

If  this request  is a malicious access request, server A blocks the request  and returns the parsed
packet information to the client. The traffic flow ends.

4. The origin server processes the forwarded request  and returns processing results to server A.

Not e Not e Server A has different roles in Step 3 and Step 4.

For the client, server A acts as a server.

For the origin server, server A acts as a client.

5. Server A returns packet information to the client  by using the IP address of the LVS cluster. The
traffic flow ends.

11.WAF access traffic flow11.WAF access traffic flow
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When normal mode fails to mit igate a large-volume and sophist icated HTTP flood, you can enable the
emergency mode of HTTP flood protect ion.

By default , HTTP flood protect ion is set  to the normal mode in protect ion against  common HTTP
floods. WAF then mit igates HTTP floods normally. In case the origin CPU rises, or loses response from
the database or application, you must act ivate the emergency mode.

The Emergency mode may cause false posit ives to legit imate traffic. We recommend that you choose
the Business or Enterprise Plan for the customized HTTP flood protect ion policies.

12.Emergency Mode of HTTP Flood12.Emergency Mode of HTTP Flood
ProtectionProtection

FAQ··Emergency Mode of HTTP Floo
d Prot ect ion
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Problem descriptionProblem description
After a website is added to Web Application Firewall (WAF), an HTTP 405 status code is returned when
access requests are sent to a URL that may pose a threat to the website. The HTTP 405 status code
indicates that WAF blocks the access requests.

SolutionSolution
If  an HTTP 405 status code is returned, you can use one of the following methods to query attack
details:

Log on to the . In the left-side navigation pane, click Securit y ReportSecurit y Report . On the Web Securit yWeb Securit y tab,
click Web Int rusion Prevent ionWeb Int rusion Prevent ion. On the Web Intrusion Prevention tab, you can view the records of
attacks that are blocked by WAF and obtain the attack details. For more information, see View
Security Reports.

Not ice Not ice On the Securit y ReportSecurit y Report  page, you can query the details about only attacks that
are blocked by Protect ion Rules Engine and Deep Learning Engine.

13.How do I troubleshoot 40513.How do I troubleshoot 405
errors?errors?
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T he f ollowing f igure shows an example of  at t ack det ails.T he f ollowing f igure shows an example of  at t ack det ails.

If  you have enabled log collect ion for the domain name of your website, we recommend that you
query attack details on the Log Service page. On the Log Service page, you can view the details
about attacks that are blocked by all protect ion features of WAF.

To query the details about an attack, obtain the ID of the attack request  from the block page that is
returned by WAF. Then, log on to the . In the left-side navigation pane, click Log ServiceLog Service. On the LogLog
QueryQuery tab, query logs by using the advanced search feature. For more information, see Query logs.

Not ice Not ice The Log Service for WAF feature is a paid feature. You must act ivate Log Service
and enable log collect ion for a domain name before you can query the logs of the domain name.
For more information, see Enable Log Service for WAF and Step 2: Enable the log collect ion
feature.

Log Service

If logs show that WAF blocks normal requests, you can use one of the following methods to resolve the
issue:

On the Securit y ReportSecurit y Report  page, click the Web Securit yWeb Securit y tab. Then, click Web Int rusion Prevent ionWeb Int rusion Prevent ion.
On the Web Intrusion Prevention tab, f ind the rules that block normal requests and click Ignore FalseIgnore False
Posit ivesPosit ives.

For more information, see View security reports on the Web Security tab.

FAQ··How do I t roubleshoot  405 erro
rs?
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Not ice Not ice You can click Ignore False Posit ivesIgnore False Posit ives only for the built-in protect ion rules of
Protect ion Rules Engine and the protect ion rules that are automatically generated by Deep
Learning Engine. If  a custom protect ion rule blocks normal requests, you must delete the rule. For
example, if  an access control list  (ACL) rule or HTTP flood protect ion rule that you configured in
the Custom Protect ion Policy feature blocks normal requests, you must delete the rule.

On the Websit e Prot ect ionWebsit e Prot ect ion page, configure whitelist  rules for different protect ion features. You
can configure custom match condit ions and specify the protect ion features or protect ion rules
whose checks are bypassed when the specified match condit ions are met. You can use the URL field
to configure a custom match condit ion.

For more information, see Configure a website whitelist.

Web应用防火墙 FAQ··How do I t roubleshoot  405 erro
rs?
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Problem descriptionProblem description
WAF of the Pro edit ion protects only website services that use standard HTTP ports 80 or 8080 or
HTTPS ports 443 or 8443. If  your services use non-standard ports, the services cannot be added to WAF
of the Pro edit ion.

SolutionSolution
WAF of the Business edit ion or higher supports specific non-standard ports. For more information, see
View the allowed port  range. If  your services use ports within the port  range that is supported by
WAF, upgrade your WAF instance to the Business edit ion or higher. For more information, see Renewal
and upgrade.

If  your services use ports that are not supported by WAF, you can deploy an SLB instance that serves
as a proxy. The services are deployed in the following sequence: WAF, SLB, and ECS.

If  you deploy an SLB instance that serves as a proxy, you can configure HTTPS services in WAF. By
default , port  443 is used. If  you deploy an HTTPS listener on the SLB instance, the frontend port  is
port  443 and the backend port  is the service port.

Not e Not e If  you deploy services as described in this sect ion, you must upload HTTPS cert if icate
files to both the WAF and SLB instances. Otherwise, requests cannot be forwarded to origin
servers.

14.What do I do if services on non-14.What do I do if services on non-
standard ports cannot be added tostandard ports cannot be added to
WAF of the Pro edition?WAF of the Pro edition?

FAQ··What  do I do if services on non-
st andard port s cannot  be added t o 
WAF of t he Pro edit ion?
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Problem descriptionProblem description
The system prompts "The HTTPS private key format is invalid" when you upload an HTTPS cert if icate
file to WAF.

CauseCause
The private key of the cert if icate may be encrypted. WAF cannot identify the encrypted private key.

SolutionSolution
1. View the private key file. If  the private key file contains the content that is marked in the red box in

the following figure, the private key is encrypted.

2. Run the following command and enter a password to decrypt the private key:

openssl rsa -in [$keyName] -text
#[$keyName] indicates the name of the private key file.

If  the following result  is returned, the private key is decrypted.

3. Re-upload the decrypted private key file to WAF.

15.What do I do if “The HTTPS15.What do I do if “The HTTPS
private key format is invalid”private key format is invalid”
appears when I upload an HTTPSappears when I upload an HTTPS
certificate file?certificate file?

Web应用防火墙
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SymptomsSymptoms
When a client  uses the POST method to upload files from a browser, they may receive the 405 error
telling that the request  was blocked by Alibaba Cloud WAF.

CausesCauses
When a client  uses the POST method to upload a file, the file content will be transcoded and added to
the POST body. Therefore, Alibaba Cloud WAF also inspects the file content. In case the file content
contains sensit ive keywords, Alibaba Cloud WAF regards the request  as malicious code and intercepts
the request.

ResolutionResolution
Currently, no act ive measure is available to avoid such false posit ives caused by transcoded files. We
recommend that you create an HTTP ACL rule to allow the client  request.

16.File upload requests blocked by16.File upload requests blocked by
Alibaba Cloud WAFAlibaba Cloud WAF

FAQ··File upload request s blocked b
y Alibaba Cloud WAF
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SymptomsSymptoms
Some sites may encounter loss of logon status or other exceptions related to the logon status when
using WAF. Root causes of these exceptions include the following:

The domain name has mult iple origins (ECS), but does not synchronize the sessions, especially in
architectures where an SLB is attached after WAF.

Failure to obtain the real IP address from X-forwarded-for for validation.

ResolutionResolution
Configure session synchronization for the server.

If  the WAF is connected to an SLB, you can use the layer-7 HTTP method to forward the traffic, and
enable the cookie-based session persistence.

Obtain the real IP address from x-forwarded-for.

For more information, see Obtain the visitor’s real IP address.

17.How to fix the logon status loss17.How to fix the logon status loss
issue?issue?

Web应用防火墙 FAQ··How t o fix t he logon st at us los
s issue?
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This topic describes how to resolve the issue that a persistent connection between a client  and a server
t imes out. The server is protected by Web Application Firewall (WAF).

Problem descriptionProblem description
In some business scenarios, a server requires more than 60 seconds to process a client  request. Before
the server returns the response, it  does not exchange data with the client.

For example, you upload an Excel f ile on a web page for the server to process. The server requires
about 3 minutes to process the data and does not exchange data with the client  over HTTP or TCP
within 120 seconds. In this case, WAF returns a 504 Gateway Timeout error to the client  and terminates
the connection.

WAF does not maintain a persistent connection that lasts more than 120 seconds without data
exchange.

SolutionSolution
If  you use a WAF exclusive cluster to protect  your website, you can configure a connection t imeout
period. A custom t imeout period can range from 120 seconds to 3,600 seconds. You can separately
configure connection t imeout periods for both read and write connections. For more information, see
Create an exclusive cluster.

If  you use a WAF shared cluster to protect  your website, the connection t imeout period cannot be
modified.

18.What do I do if a persistent18.What do I do if a persistent
connection times out?connection times out?

FAQ··What  do I do if a persist ent  con
nect ion t imes out ?
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The following table lists product specificat ions for the Alibaba Cloud DNS version of WAF:

Product parameter Description DNS version

HTTP Supports HTTP (80) port Supported

HTTPS Supports HTTPS (443) port Not supported

Data centers outside cloud
Supports websites outside
Alibaba Cloud

Supported

Basic Web application protection
Protects against common Web
attacks such as SQL injection and
command execution

Supported

0day vulnerability defense
Quickly protects against the
latest Web vulnerabilit ies

Supported

Service availability
Protects the data center where
the server is deployed

Supports single data center

Custom Web protection policies
Customizes Web protection
policies for websites

Not supported

Custom HTTP flood protection
policies

Provides security professionals to
customize protection rules for
specific service interfaces

Not supported

HTTP flood protection threshold
Maximum attack requests per
second that can be defended

1,000

HTTP ACL policies
Number of rules for access
control that can be added

5 (IP/URL)

Number of protected domain
names

Number of domain names that
can be protected

2

Daily QPS threshold Normal requests per second 100

Bandwidth threshold
Maximum bandwidth per second
(Mbps)

10 (origins outside Alibaba Cloud)
200 (origins inside Alibaba Cloud)

Number of back-to-source IP
addresses

Maximum number of IP addresses
that are passed back to the
origin at the same time for the
same domain name

2

Custom requirement
Supports various custom
requirements

Not supported

19.Product specification for Alibaba19.Product specification for Alibaba
Cloud DNS version of WAFCloud DNS version of WAF

Web应用防火墙 FAQ··Product  specificat ion for Aliba
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If  the product specificat ions of the DNS version cannot fit  your requirements, you can upgrade the
service in the console.

FAQ··Product  specificat ion for Aliba
ba Cloud DNS version of WAF
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Cross-site attackCross-site attack
Descript ionDescript ion

Cross-site script ing (XSS) usually occurs at  the client’s end. Hackers use it  to steal private information
and passwords, for phishing, and to transmit  malicious codes. HTML, JavaScript, VBScript, and
ActionScript  are the technologies most likely to be hit  by the XSS attacks.

An attacker inputs the code that harms the client  to the server and uses code to forge a webpage.
When a user opens the webpage, the malicious code is injected into the user’s browser to mount
attacks. The attacker can then steal the session cookies to obtain the user’s private information,
including passwords and other sensit ive information.

T hreatT hreat

XSS attacks generate no direct  harms to web servers, but the attacks spread across the websites to
steal the users’ sensit ive account information and passwords. In this case, it  can create severe damage
to the websites too. XSS attacks may cause the following damages:

Phishing: The most typical attacks include using the reflexive cross-site script ing vulnerability of the
target website to redirect  website users to a phishing website, inject ing phishing JavaScript  to
monitor the input of forms on the target website, and mounting more advanced DHTML-based
phishing attacks.

Hanging Trojans on websites: Typical attacks include embedding hidden malicious websites through
IFrame during cross-site access, redirect ing vict ims to malicious websites, and displaying dialog boxes
for malicious websites.

Identity theft: Cookie is used for authenticating the identity of a user when the user loads a specified
website. XSS can be exploited to steal the user’s cookie and obtain the user’s permission to perform
operations on the website. If  the cookie of a website administrator is stolen, the website will be
exposed to severe threats.

Stealing website users’ information: After stealing a user’s cookie to obtain the user’s identity, the
attacker can further obtain the user’s permission to perform operations on the website and view the
user’s private information.

Spamming: XSS vulnerabilit ies are exploited to send lots of unwanted information on behalf of the
vict im to target user groups in an SNS community.

Hijacking of users’ web behaviors: An advanced type of XSS attack hijacks a user’s web behaviors to
monitor the user’s browsing history and sent/received data.

XSS worm: XSS worms can be used to place advert isements, generate traffic, embed Trojan virus on
websites, play pranks, corrupt online data, and mount DDoS attacks.

CRLF attackCRLF attack
Descript ionDescript ion

HTTP response split t ing is also called a CRLF inject ion attack. CR and LF correspond to the carriage
return and line feed characters.

20.Definitions of common web20.Definitions of common web
vulnerabilitiesvulnerabilities

Web应用防火墙 FAQ··Definit ions of common web vul
nerabilit ies
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An HTTP header consists of mult iple lines that are separated by combinations of CRLF characters. Each
line is in the structure of “Key: Value”. If  the CRLF characters are injected into a port ion of the value
input by the user, the HTTP header structure may change.

T hreatT hreat

By inject ing self-defined HTTP header information (such as session cookie or HTML code), the attacker
can start  XSS attacks or session fixat ion vulnerability attacks.

Web SQL injectionWeb SQL injection
Descript ionDescript ion

Web SQL inject ion is a security vulnerability that occurs at  the database layer of apps. It  is widely used
to obtain the website control permission illegally.

Poorly designed apps may overlook the check on SQL instruct ions in input strings. As a result , these
instruct ions are falsely treated as normal SQL instruct ions and run by the database. When this happens,
the database is subject  to attacks, leading to data theft , modificat ion, and delet ion, or even insert ion
of malicious code and backdoors into websites.

T hreatT hreat

SQL inject ion attacks may cause the following damages:

Confidential data may be stolen.

Core business data may be tampered with.

Web pages may be defaced.

Database servers may be turned into zombie hosts by attacks, or the enterprise website may even be
attacked.

Webshell attackWebshell attack
Descript ionDescript ion

A webshell attack is an attack structured to write webpage-based Trojan virus into website servers in
an attempt to control the servers.

T hreatT hreat

An attacker may write web-based Trojan backdoors into websites to operate files and run commands
on these websites.

Local file inclusionLocal file inclusion
Descript ionDescript ion

Local f ile inclusion is a type of vulnerability that occurs when the app code fails to implement strict
control over the processing of include files. As a result , attackers are allowed to run uploaded stat ic
files or website log files as code.

T hreatT hreat

Attackers may exploit  this vulnerability to run commands on servers to get server operation permission,
causing a series of negative consequences such as malicious delet ion of websites and tampering of user
and transaction data.

Remote file inclusionRemote file inclusion
Descript ionDescript ion

FAQ··Definit ions of common web vul
nerabilit ies
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Remote file inclusion is a type of vulnerability that occurs when the app code fails to implement strict
control over the processing of include files. As a result , attackers are allowed to construct  parameters
including remote code for execution on servers.

T hreatT hreat

Attackers may exploit  this vulnerability to run commands on servers to get the server operation
permission, causing a series of negative consequences such as malicious delet ion of websites and
tampering of user and transaction data.

Remote code executionRemote code execution
Descript ionDescript ion

Remote code execution is a high-risk security vulnerability. It  allows an attacker to exploit  a server code
vulnerability to input and run malicious code on the server.

T hreatT hreat

Attackers may exploit  this vulnerability to run assembled code on servers.

FastCGI attackFastCGI attack
Descript ionDescript ion

FastCGI attack is a severe security vulnerability in Nginx. By default , the FastCGI module may cause
servers to incorrectly parse any file types in PHP mode.

T hreatT hreat

Malicious attackers may destroy a Nginx server that supports PHP.

Web应用防火墙 FAQ··Definit ions of common web vul
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The CNAME domain name generated by WAF or Anti-DDoS Pro is used for DNS resolut ion and cannot be
directly accessed.

If  you access the CNAME directly, a 504 error page may occur.

21.Why the WAF CNAME address21.Why the WAF CNAME address
can not be accessed directly?can not be accessed directly?

FAQ··Why t he WAF CNAME address c
an not  be accessed direct ly?
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